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MEDIASTOR

Designed specifically for broadcast 
media operations, MediaStor aggregates 

multiple storage servers into a single 
unified structure and includes optional 

HSM (hierarchical storage management) 
functions to enable use of different levels 
of storage from ultra-fast SSD-based RAID, 
MAID with SMR for nearline storage, right 
down to data tape for archiving purposes. 

This tiered approach offers increased 
storage capacity along with reduced power 

consumption. 

EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF ALL STORAGE HARDWARE
A MediaStor system can scale from a single server to a multi-node cluster comprising of:

MediaStor cluster node servers (online production/first tier storage) – internal and/or direct-attached RAID 
storage

MediaStor archive servers (near-online/second tier storage) – hybrid internal, direct attached or network 
attached MAID (supporting “virtual LTO library” operation) with shingled magnetic recording technology

LTO tape libraries 

Third party IT storage servers

Third party broadcast media servers



FLEXIBLE, SECURE, & SCALABLE STORAGE
MediaStor aggregates storage servers, archive platforms and other third-party legacy systems into a unified 
system empowering complex media workflows. Media assets are kept secure using fault tolerant storage with 
powerful options for file hashing and replication, while a persistent audit trail enables users to stay in control 
of all media operations. 

As an added benefit, MediaStor allows the addition of capacity and bandwidth without impact on existing 
operations. 

KEY FEATURES

Aggregates disparate storage facilities

Comprehensive security

Immensely scalable

Automatic movement of files to appropriate hardware

MANAGING WITH MEDIASTOR
Existing 3rd party storage hardware as well as a range of broadcast video servers can also be incorporated into 
the MediaStor file system providing tracking and auditing of file histories and powerful metadata handling 
capabilities to empower even the  most complex of broadcast workflows. 

MediaStor runs on COTS (common off the shelf ) hardware resulting in reduced risk and cost to the customer.
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To find out more or to arrange a demonstration, please contact us by e-mailing 
info@suitcasetv.com or telephone +441473258251 or contact our distributor.


